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Thank you for choosing this product from Arendo and for placing your trust in our 
company. Please read this manual carefully to ensure your long-term enjoyment 
of this product. For future reference, please keep this manual.

1 Scope of supply

• milk frother
• Baseplate with connection cable
• User manual

2 Important safety guidelines

• Read all instructions carefully in this user manual before using 
the unit!

• Devices can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or 
mental abilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they are 
under supervision or receive instruction concerning use of the 
appliance safely and understand the hazards involved.

• WARNING: This equipment must be grounded.
• Do not immerse in water or other liquids, posing a risk of short 

circuits!
• Do not pour liquid on the plug!
• Never operate damaged equipment.
• Do not place the device on a polished wood surface, as this could 

damage the wood.
• Never touch live parts.
• Connect the device only to a professionally installed socket with 

the correct voltage.
• Do not use extension cords.
• Never leave the main cable loosely hanging, do not remove 

the plug with wet hands, never lay or attach the cable and the 
plug near hot surfaces and never let plugs and cables come into 
contact with oils.

• Unplug the appliance from the socket after each use and if the 
device is not in use, before changing accessories or cleaning the 
unit.

• Do not touch the metal parts, the filter holder and its case when 
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the unit is in operation or has recently been in use, as this may 
cause burns or scalding and the heating surface has to cool down 
after some time of use, due to residual heat.

• Do not use this appliance with a damaged cable or plug. If the 
power cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufac-
turer, its service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to 
avoid hazards.

• This device is designed for household use and similar applications 
only, such as for example:  
- in employee cafeterias, in stores, offices and other working 
environments; 
- by customers in hotels, motels and other residential facilities; 
- in Bed and Breakfast establishments; 
- in farm houses.”

• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play 
with the milk frother.

• Do not operate outdoors.
• Do not operate without milk in the container.
• Turn off the unit and the main power when it is not in use.
• Never touch rotating parts. Danger of injury!
• By exceeding the capacity of the jug, it may overflow
• Device only in conjunction with the supplied base unit.
• Never operate device on uneven surfaces.
• Use only fire blankets to extinguish fires on appliances.
• The device is not designed for commercial or industrial purposes. 

It is only suitable for domestic use.
• Do not insert any objects and / or fingers in the opening.
• Turn off appliances prior to disposal, disconnect the power cable 

and dispose of the appliance at an official landfill.
• This device can be used by children above 8 years, if they have 

understood existing, haveing been supervised or instructed 
instruction concerning the use of the appliance in a safe manner. 
Cleaning and maintenance should not be done by children, unless 
they are supervised. Keep the appliance and the cable out of the 
reach of children aged less than 8 years.

• Never immerse the cable or plug in water or any other liquid to 
protect from fire, electric shock and injury to persons.
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• A supervision is necessary when the device is used by children or 
used in the vicinity of children.

• Unplug the device from socket before cleaning or when the 
device is not in use

• Never operate the device with a damaged cable or plug, after 
a defect or with any damage. Pass on the device for checking, 
repair or adjustment to the nearest authorized dealer.

• The use of accessories, which are not recommended by the man-
ufacturer may cause fire, electric shock or injury

• Do not let the cable hang over the edge of a table or a counter or 
let it touch hot surfaces.

• Do not place on or near a hot gas or electrical furnace or in a 
heated oven.

• At first, insert the plug into the device and then the cable into the 
outlet. Turn off the device before pulling it out of the socket.

• Do not use the device for anything other than for the intended 
purpose applications provided to prevent possible injury

• Scalding may occur if the lid is removed during the operation.
• Hold the milk frother only on the handle!
• Keep for future use these instructions carefully!
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3 Before you start

• Unpack the carton with care and keep all the packing materi-
als until you ensure that the product is complete and working 
properly.

• Remove all packaging materials and plastics and preserve this 
booklet for possible future use. Make sure that the delivery scope 
is complete.

• Clean the container and the accessories as described before the 
first use of the device as described in the chapter "Cleaning and 
Care", to remove dust or production residues.

4 Product details

Transparent cover

Silicone gasket

Case

“Start” button

Status LEDs

Base unit with power cable

Handle
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Whisk for frothing milk

Whisk for heating milk

Whisk attachments
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5 Usage

Whisk Functions maximum 
level

Time for 
completion

Frothing cold milk 115ml

~100s
Frothing and heating 115ml

Heating (with only a small 
amount of foam) 240ml

or

Select the matching whisk and 
fasten it in the container (see the 
above-mentioned functions for 
reference).
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Only pour as much milk into the container that it is 
filled to just below the desired mark (see the maxi-
mum levels on the previous page as a reference).

Press the button to turn on the 
unit:
• Frothing & heating: The LED 

indicators lights up by pressing 
the start button once. After 
completion of the operation, the 
red indicator light flashes for 30 
seconds.

• Cold milk froth: Pour cold milk 
into the case and press and hold 
the start button for approxi-
mately 3 seconds, whereupon 
the blue LED indicator lights up. 
After approximately ~100 sec-
onds, the operation is complete. 
The blue LED indicator lights off 
and flashes for 30 seconds.

• Take the milk frother from the base unit and pour in milk. Fill the container 
only with that much milk, so that at least the minimal (MIN) level is reached.  
However, do not fill it with too much milk above the maximum marks (MAX). 
Otherwise the device may overflow.
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6 Tips and Tricks

Here are some useful tips to help you get the most out of your milk frother.

• For an optimum milk foam, only use cold milk. Keep milk in the 
refrigerator!

• Always use your milk frother first to froth or heat milk. Prepare 
your coffee or hot chocolate during this time and serve the drink 
directly after completion.

• Use whole milk (fat rate> 3.0%) for the best results.
• Cold milk can be foamed with this milk frother. But this does not 

mean that you can cool the milk with the device. The milk frother 
works in this state at a normal temperature.

• Store the whisk attachments in a safe place. They are small and 
can easily be lost.

• Allow the device to cool down for two minutes after foaming. 
Rinsing with water and subsequent drying after each use reduces 
this time.

• The milk frother is designed to foam milk and to heat. If you 
add flavours such as coffee or cocoa powder in the milk frother, 
ensure that the equipment is cleaned immediately after use and 
thoroughly.
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7 Serving suggestions

Below you will find a selection of fast and easy drinks that you can heat with the 
milk frother.

8 Cleaning and care

Remove the container from the base unit before cleaning. Separate the lid and 
the silicone seal of the container. Never dip the container or the base unit in 
water.

With frothed milk With hot milk

Cappuccino

• 1/3 Espresso
• Add 2/3 frothed milk
• Provide cocoa powder on the froth

Caffè Latte

• 1/3 Espresso
• Add 2/3 hot milk and stir

Latte Macchiato

• Fill the frothed milk in a tall glass
• Carefully pour espresso along an 

edge of the glass

Hot chocolate

• Fill the hot milk into a large mug
• Add cocoa powder and mix milk 

with the powder by stirring
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9 Technical data

The con-
tainer

Clean immediately after use. Rinse and clean the inside walls 
with warm washing-up liquid/soapy water and a non-abrasive 
cloth. Dry the container with a soft cloth. Never allow frothed, 
heated milk or other unused drinks to stand in the container!

The lid Separate the lid and the silicone ring of the container. The 
washing is carried out directly with water.

The housing

Clean the cabinet with a soft cloth. Never use sharp cleaning 
objects, a hard nylon brush or metal brush scratches on the 
stainless steel surface in order to avoid scratches. Never clean 
it with metal objects and with abrasives.

The whisk

attachments

Remove the whisk attachments (whisk and beater) from the 
container and wash them in warm water. Dry off the whisks 
and store then in a safe place. Do not use a dishwasher.

Power supply 220-240V~ 50-60Hz

Power input 500W 
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10 Safety instructions and liability disclaimer

Never try to open the device to carry out repairs or conversions. Avoid contact 
with mains voltages. Do not short-circuit the product. The device is not certified 
for use in the open air; only use it in dry conditions. Protect it from high humidity, 
water and snow. Keep it away from high temperatures. Do not subject the de-
vice to sudden changes in temperature or heavy vibration as this might damage 
electronic components. Examine the device for damage before using it. The unit 
should not be used if it has received an impact or has been damaged in any other 
way. Please observe national regulations and restrictions. Do not use the device 
for purposes other than those described in the instructions. This product is not a 
toy. Keep it out of the reach of children or mentally impaired persons. Any repair or 
alteration to the device not carried out by the original supplier, will invalidate the 
warranty or guarantee. The product may only be used by persons who have read 
and understood these instructions. The device specifications may change without 
any separate prior notice to this effect.

11 Disposal instructions   

Electrical and electronic devices may only be disposed of in accordance with the 
European WEEE Directive and not with household rubbish. Components must be 
disposed of or recycled separately as dangerous, toxic elements can inflict sus-
tained damage on the environment if they are disposed of incorrectly. As a con-
sumer, you are bound by the Electrical and Electronic Devices Act (ElektroG) to 
return electrical and electronic goods free of charge at the end of their useful life 
to the manufacturer, the place of purchase or to specially set up, public collection 
points. The details in each case are governed by national law. The symbol on the 
product, the operating instructions and/or the packaging refers to these regula-
tions. By separating materials in this way, recycling and disposing of old devices, 
you are making an important contribution towards protecting our environment.
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WD Plus GmbH, herewith declares that this product 303090; 303091; 303092 conforms to 
the principle requirements and other relevant stipulations. The complete Declaration of 
Conformity can be obtained from: WD Plus GmbH, Wohlenbergstraße 16, 30179 Hanover

WEEE guideline: 2012/19/EU 
WEEE register number: DE 67896761
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Notes
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